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only if a hunter has a tree stand or a
blind can a hunter observe the sun. in
most states, deer season has extended
to early fall, with dnrs changed to what
most fall hunting wildlife seasons. some
folks have already begun to show up at
their favorite kill zones. in addition, more
folks are showing up for early morning
deer and duck hunts, which are always
popular. and so, the season continues.
hunters must be accompanied by a
licensed taxidermist to process game.
there must be a drawing or lottery, held
in state, county, or municipal authorities,
of the game taken, in order to determine
who gets to purchase the game taken in
the hunt. wild game and fish can be
taken at any point during a hunting
season, except that during may hunting,
game must be taken during the day in a
season that extends from sunrise to
sunset. the htl covers many different
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areas, which cover seasons and require
hunters to have permits, licenses and
other requirements to hunt, which
include the hunting of waterfowl. in
some areas, the htl may cover seasons
and restrictions on hunting for deer,
turkeys, boar, elk, bear, rabbit or grouse,
depending on the area. hunters may
hunt in accordance with the national or
state game management plan adopted
and published by the dnr. in accordance
with the national game management
plan, hunters may harvest deer, turkey,
bear, boar, rabbits, grouse and other
game birds in any area, unless that area
is the exclusive game management
area. maine hunters who take to the
woods this fall are reminded that hunter
orange clothing is still the rule when it
comes to being safe in the outdoors.
hunter orange has been shown to be the
most visible and effective color when it
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comes to identification in the outdoors.
why hunter orange during the last 5
years, the maine warden service has
averaged 25 citations a year for failure
to wear hunter orange clothing. hunter
orange clothing can been seen better
than any other color and thus alerts
others to your presence. see and be
seen, is the rule of thumb. what is hunter
orange an article of hunter orange
clothing must be in good and serviceable
condition and be visible from all sides. it
is a daylight fluorescent orange color,
with a dominant wave length between
595 and 605 nanometers, an excitation
purity of 85% and a luminance factor of
not less than 40%. who must wear
hunter orange anyone who hunts any
species with a firearm or a crossbow
during any firearms season on deer, and
on youth deer day, must wear two
articles of hunter orange. one must be a
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hat, the other to cover a major portion of
the torso. this also applies to the muzzle-
loading season on deer. for moose
hunters, one article of hunter orange
clothing must be worn except in wmd
15, 16, 22, 23, 25, and 26 during deer
season and wmd 1-5, 7,8, and 19, where
two pieces must be worn. who does not
have to wear hunter orange only
waterfowl hunters, while hunting from a
boat, blind or over decoys. also, anyone
hunting with bow and arrow during
archery season. hunter orange is just
one thing that any hunter can do in the
outdoors to be safe. target identification,
being prepared and never being in a
hurry can also keep you from taking the
shot that youll regret. good luck, good
hunting, and be safe!
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examples of these non-target hunting
practices include: hunting blinds, trail

cameras, and trail cams with trail
cameras. hiding in stands or using
ambush or behind obstacles to lure

animals (clear stand or berm cutoff area)
into gun range. scouting game by

moving through terrain and listening for
animals to be shot. stalking game.

hunting close to where a posted game
check could be taken. hunting without

field-dressed game in the truck. hunting
for points over an area. hunting for food
in areas where non-target species are or
could be seen by hunters. hunting with a
dog over an area. new england fish and

game introduced the conservation
management plan and a new program
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called teaching hunters the right way to
hunt during its 38th annual meetings &
festivals held in december of 2012. at

the 15th annual meeting & festival held
in october of 2012, a change was made
in the draft to specifically address the
misuse of non-targeted or ineffective

hunting practices. the hunter education
course is the minimum requirement for
all of the following applications: deer,

turkey, bear, and upland game permits.
the course is taught by alabama division

of wildlife and freshwater fisheries
personnel and volunteer instructors to
participants 10 years of age and older

and is offered free of charge. the course
includes but is not limited to firearms

safety and handling, responsible hunting
and hunter ethics, wildlife laws, wildlife

management and identification, archery,
muzzleloading, first aid, survival and

game care. i get a very unique looking
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state-issued hunter education tag. i’ve
been told it looks like i won a contest or

something. i got mine when i was
working at the big game hunter pro

professional hunter education coaching
center. the people that do the tag design

are former hunters that just happen to
be excellent artists! 5ec8ef588b
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